
GIVE IT A LISTEN!

What's This Activity About? What Stuff Do I Need?

Come up with a secret spy message where
the reader's mission is to guess the location
you're writing about.

In the story“Undercover Birthday”by a 9 year-old from Ohio named Isaiah, a spy
throws a secret “undercover” birthday party. We wondered what else you could do
to use your spy skills at a birthday party, and we decided: what if you had to figure
out some mysterious clues to even find out where the party is being held?

Check out the Spy Party Invitation on the next page, and see if your spy skills can
help you guess where the party is happening!

Did you read it? Did you guess?? Now make your own Spy Party Invitation! You can
print out the invitation we made, or just draw your own! Give the reader clues
about where to find your party by following these steps:

UNDERCOVERUNDERCOVER
BIRTHDAYBIRTHDAY      

Write down directions. Tell your reader what objects or landmarks to look for, and
where to go next to get to the exact spot where your party is taking place. For
example, if your party is at the beach, where exactly is it at the beach? Do you
need to walk over a dune? Find something buried in the sand? Run through a frisbee
game? Follow the smell of salty water to a hidden cove?

Grownups, please share what your kids create! 
Visit storypiratescreatorclub.com/submit, or just share on social media with #StoryPirates. 
Email storypiratescreatorclub.com/submit if you have any questions.

Pick a Setting. Where do you want the party to take place? A movie theater? An
amusement park? The beach? A carwash? A spooky castle? It’s up to you!

Use your five senses to think of clues! What do you see there? What do you hear, smell,
feel, or even taste there? These details will be great clues to help your reader guess
where the party is happening.

Stay secretive! As you describe the place, be sure not to say the exact name of where
you are! Just keep using your 5 senses as clues so the reader has to guess.

We can't wait to see what you come up with!

Paper and something to write with!

Share It!

Season 4, Episode 8
Undercover Birthday/

        Trapped in a Basketball



You will have to buy a ticket at the front to get in. If it is a
sunny, warm day, there may be a line, but if it is raining, you

should be able to get in quickly. There will be a kiosk near the
gift shop at the front with maps. 

Open the map and follow the path past the roars of the Lion
enclosure and the squawking of the Tropical Bird habitat. Resist
the smell of french fries at the Tiger Cafe, and meet me inside the
herpetarium, where the snakes and amphibians are. The party is by

the tank containing the giant boa constrictor. 

SPY PARTY INVITATIONSPY PARTY INVITATION

Grownups can share with us @storypirates or at storypiratescreatorclub.com/submit

Name:

Follow the clues to find my party. Where do you think it is?

TO: SITTING CAT 
FROM: YELLOW UKULELE

ANSWER: ZOO

TO: 
FROM: 

Follow the clues to find my party. Where do you think it is?


